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AIRPLANE WING LEADING EDGE VARIABLE CAMBER FLAP

BOeing Commercial Airplane Company

SUMMARY

A design sOluti_ to an aerodynamic high,lift problem, was effected by the application of
flexible skin_r'and._dynamic structur.e_concepts. Mechanisms and structures were

invented to Lmplement these concepts and provide the.desired solution.

The paper, covers the following subject matter= [l),l_roblem _'olved (2)_cope(3)_efinition
_)_nvention and ,B',esign_yolution {5) Flexible _kin Z'echnOlogy (.6)j=(ctuation ,Scheme
t7) Vibration and ¢Flt_tter £onsiderations 18)SY'perating ,Experience/'9),_pplications and
_sage (lO) _oncluding _emarks. -- "

PROBLEM SOLVED-

This paper deals with the invention and design of an aerodynamic high lift device which
provided a solution to an aircraft performance problem. The performance problem in

general, was that of convertit=_ a high speed cr.uise airfoil intO a low speed aerodynamic
shape that would provide landing and take-off characteristics superiOr to those available
with contemporary high lift devices. More specifically, the need was for an improved
wing leading edge device that would complement the high lift performance of a triple

: Slotted trailing edge flap. The solution provided was the invention of the wing leading
: edge variable camber flap.

SCOPE
!,

; This paper will deal primarily with the mechanical and structural aspects of the variable
camber flap and will present the aerodynamic performance aspects only as they relate to
the invention and design of the device.

DEFINITION

;. What isa var._able camber flap? For the purposes of this paper, a variable camber flap is
the patented device which was invented and designed for use on the Boeing 7#7 airplane.

In order to eliminate any misunderstanding regarding the term "variable camber" as
applied to this device, the term is used to describe the camber change that occurs to the

!3. flap panel as it is extended from its relatively flat shape, when stowed as part of the wing
lower surface to its fully cambered shape in the extended high lift pos',tion, and not to

,_ describe a change in camber after it is extended to its operating position. In other words
::_ this device is a two position device that does not have the ability to vary its camber once

it is extended. This latter feature, however, is very attractive from an aerodynamic
;:: standpoint, and an invention which provides such a feature is described in Patent No.
;_ _,159,099 Three Position Variable Camber Flap. This paper, however, will be restricted to
:._ the two position concept.
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INVENTION AND DESIGN EVOLUTION

The.quotationfrom Plato,"Necessityisthe mother of invention,"certainlyappliesto this
invention. It was invented to satisfy an aerodynamic need. The need was for a leading
edt_e device that was more powerful than the famlliaP leadin_ edge slot and KrueRer flap.
(See Piaures [ and 2.) Such a device was needed to complement the powerful 7t_7 triple
slotted tralling edge flaps in order to provide an air=oil configuration that would have a
sufficiently high coefficient of lift to meet landingand take-off requirements. Exactly
what was required to accompllsh this was not initially clear. However_ the shortcomings
of the slat and Krueger flap were pretty well known_ and it was felt that the correction of
thc;e shnt_ld result in a configuration that would improve the wing stall characteristics at
high angles of attack. The ne=_cd improvements were as follows= (See Figure 3.)

1. A contour wlth a larger leading edge nose radius whose shape is stmii=t tc E
logarithmic spiral.

2. Good extension to provide an increase in wing area.
3. Ellmin&tion of any breaks or cut-outs on the wing leading edge upper surface.

In evaluating these improvements and experimenting with various mechanical concepts it
became evident that a new approach Would be required in order to provide an increase in
the upper surface camber. The slat and the Krueger flap are essentially devices that
deploy rigid sections of the wing leading edge structure which do not have adequate
camber or the right camber when they are deployed as high lift devices. Some means of
tailoring the camber ot these surfaces was needed. If the shape of the surface was to be
changed, it followed that the surface skin would have to be flexible. It the skin was
flexible, a means of shaping and supporting it would be required. Some sort of dynamic
structure that would simultaneously support the skin and control its camber was required.
These "flexible skin" and "dynamic structure" concepts could be applied to either a slat or
Krueger flap; however, the flap seemed to be a more promising candidate for the
following reasons= [) It doesn't produce a break in the upper wing surface. 2) There is no
loss in the overall chord of the fixed wing structure as with a slat. 3) The cambering and
support mechanisms for a flap would penetrate the lower surface of an airfoil, while the
mechanism for a slat would penetrate the critical upper surface, creating potential air
flow separation problems, t+) A flap is rotated into position providing good relative
motion for mechanism staving purposes. A slat is essentially translated into position
providing little slavingmotion potential.

A process of design_ test and evaluate was initiated in an effort to turn the "flexible skin"
and "dyn_mic structure" concepts into a hardware design that would not only solve the

•' aerodynamic problem, but also would be structurally sound, safe and reliable. Figures
'- through 7 show some of these designs. They are only a portion of the designs involved in

this effort, but they are representative of the design evolution. Out of this effort certain
: requirements and criteria were established. (S_e Figure g.) The following is a list of

these=

h The flexible skin panel camber must not exceed the limits imposed by the
combination of bending strength= fatigue strength and stiffness requirements.

2. Good extension and nose radius requirements are best met by combining a
flexible skin panel with a Separate folding nose structure.
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_1. In order to produce and maintain a _iven aerodynamic shape the flexible
panel thlckne_s must be tailored and the panel curvature trust be controlled
by at least 3 Spanwise supporttJ.

4. The panel must be posi_tively supported throughout its extension and re'¢rac_
lion cycles.

_. The panel should not be part of the support load path.
.... 6. The support mechanism should not flex the skin panel to a tlghtet bend radius
_> during extension than the bend radius at full extension In order to prevent

• reduction el its fatigue life.
i/, 7. The kinematics of the "dynamic structure" mechanism must simultaneOu_dy

position and camber the flap panel while rotating the tolcing nose into its
extended position to satisfy the aerodynamic angle) gap and shape

_ ; requirements.
8. The kinematics must move the flap panel parallel to the underSurface of the

",i_ wing during initial extension tO ensure a good panel fair and prevent seal
damage.

) 9. The adtuator must be c,,pabJe of rotating the flap approximately I35 O.

_} IO. The flap mechanism must provide maximum flap extension• withoutpenetrating the wing nose structure which contains a th#rmal anti-icing duct.

_: I I. The kinematic solutiOn and flap should be developed _o that thegeometry
=i• safr,e flap hardware can be used on as much of the wing span as possible iF=

• order to reduce fabricating and rnaintenance costs.
_i:. 12. The retracted flap mechanism must fit into and be compatible with the fixed
_ leading edge structure and must accommodate the systems passing through

this area (electrical, flap drive, controls, anti-icing, etc).

_: Figure 9 shows the mechanism that evolved to fulfill the "dynamic structure ') concept.
,_' This mechanism, in conjunction with a flexible skin panel and folding nose, was able to

4 meet all of the foregoing requirements and criteria. This mechanism consists essentially
-_ of three four-bar mechanisms in a series arrangement. In addition) there is a crank arm

li and link which program the motion of the center flap panel support. The first four-bar

_' mechanism consists of those members connect,.d at points A, B, C and D, the second at
points B, E, H and G, and the third at H) K, M and N. The crank arm is part of the

_. member GH3K which is one solid part, and the center link is 3L.
J

i: The kinematic solution for this mechanism was obtained primarily by using graphical

I techniques in conjunction with a computer program. The computer program is essential

for a precise solution and for the contour matching process that is required to adapt one
common mechanism to an ever-changing wing surface. This process consists of solving
for the coordinates of points A, D and C so that the panel attachment points F, L and N
will cause the flap panel to fair with the lower wing surface, This obviously'is a very
important economic feature since it allows one common mechanism to be used in a
number of places along the wing span, On the 747 the same mechanism is used in 20
different locations. This would increase to t_0 if the same flap chord length was used iot

'_ all 20 variable camber flaps. Such economies are not possible with a slat or Krueger flap
because, as previously stated, they are devices that deploy rigid structural sections of the
wing whose cross sections constantly vary.

I;
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A kinematic solution by computer alone Is certainly possible, but the constraints imposed
by the structural envelope are not exact and, therefore, the number of solutions Is almost
limitless, The problem of defining constraints for a computer program Is the most
difficult for linkage polnt_ In the retracted position, As can be seen in Figure 9 the
mechanism is confined in a very compact area. The-only points that can be defined
exactly ate points F, L and N in the extended positions. All other points are free to move
within the limits imposed by= 1) the structural envelopei 2)Interference with other
memberst 3) siT-eof the-members! and 4) the limits Imposed by kinematic requirements
6, 7, 8 and 9.

Needless to say, a great deal of kinematic visibility is required in order to work Out a
satisfactory solution. It is needed not only ir_ the extended and retracted, positions, but
also throughout the cycle. A Computer combined with a cathode ray tube display can
pPovide this visibility! howeverp computer simulation ot panel flexing is very difficult.
Graphical solutions not oBly provide the required visibilit, y, but with modeling techniques
the simulation of skin panel flexing is easily accomplished. Graphical solutions in this
application are also more economical from both a time and equipment standpoir_t.
However, once a solution is established, its conversion into a computer program is a must

• for the reasons previOusly stated.

FLEXIBLE SKIN TECHNOLOGY I
4

A separate paper iS required to make a rigorous presentation of this subject. For this 1

reason, only the highlights of the problem involved and its solution will be discussed, i
The problem essentially consists of finding a material and its dimensional proportions that ,i
will satisfy the previo_._sly stated bending strength, fatigue strength and stiffness
requirements imposed on a .flexible skin panel by air loads, bending loads and aerodynamic
shape.

In the retracted position the skin panel stiffness (thickness and modui_=sof elasticity) must
be sufficiently high to prevent deflections that exceed aerodynamk: smoothness
requirements when the panel is exposed to cruise air.loads. In the extended position th_

-_ panel thickness (t) and modulus of elasticity (E) must be sufficiently low and the bend
radius (R) sufficiently high so that the resulting bending stress (s) does not exceed the
allowable fatigue strength of the panel material. This iS reflected by the equation

s = Et/2R. (l)
At the same time this stress should be higher than the stress imposed by air loads in the
extended position to prevent distortion of the aerodynamic shape. To compound the
problem, the panel thickness proportions must be tailored to produce the desired

._. aerodynamic shape. This shape is obtained by varying the thickness tt) in accordance with
:_: the equation

t = (12 RFx/E) 1/3 (2)
which is derived from the equation

R = EI/M (3)
where (R) is the radius of the elastic curve, the moment of inertia I = t3/12 for a one unit
wide strip and the bending moment M = Fx where (F) is the force acting on the panel at a
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dl_tanco (x) from tho _upport pol_t,--..The force (F) l_ detormln_d _rom the transposed
 uation (2)

F = Et_/i2gx (_)
where the thlckhOss (t) at the critical section(srnalle,Q¢radiusof curve,tire) is determined
by thO allowable fatigue stress, Fq (1).

The best material evaluated for this application was a solid epoxy fiberglass laminate
where, as a rule of thumb, the panel thickness w_s not less than l/t00th of the bond
radius. This material and the foregoing dimensional tailoring were successful in solving
the strength and stiffness problems of the flexible skin panel.

ACTUATION SCHEME

The means of actuating the multiple four-bar mechanism was initially an item of concern
because linear actuators in the form of either a hydraulic cylinder or ball screw were no_
able to provide adequate rotation of the mair_ support member ABG, The i35"

requirement is a great deal of rotatiOnofOr a linear actuator acting on a simple crank arm.
The moment arms at the ends of-a t3J crank arm stroke are so small that the resulting
loads are impractical to handle. On previous Boeh_g aircraft the high-lift devices were
actuated with linear actuators, but it was apparent that a departure was needed for this
application. The solution was a rotary actuator as shown in Figure 10. This actuator is a
planetary gear box with an approximate 240.1 gear reduction. The adoption of this new
actuator for this application turned out to be a blessing in disguise since its compact
design and high torque resulted in both a space saving and significant weight reduction.

VIBRATION AND FLUTTER CONSIDERATIONS

BecauSe of the many joints in the flap support mechanism plus the high degree of
extension and air loading, vibration and flutter were items of initial concern. To satisfy
this concern, both laboratory -_nd flight tests were conducted On the variable camber
flaps. These tests had a very I=appyending and revealed some unanticipated virtues of the
design.

Vibration tests were conducted in the laboratory by attaching shaker pots to the flap
structure in order to determine its natural frequency. The frequency band was very
broad, with no critical peaks. The dampening effect was provided by the flexible

. fiberglass panel which acts as a large spring under tension. This spring tension preloads
the jcints of the linkeage mechanism, thereby removing any play due to tolerances and
wear. In the retracted position, the panel spring effect is replaced by preloading the
mechanism against up-stops.

Flight tests were condumed on a Boeing 707 by replacing 'he Krueger flaps between the
engines with variable camber flaps. The Krueger flaps out>oard of the engine were left
intact for comparison purposes. These tests confirmed the laboratory tests and
demonstrated their freedom from vibration and flutter. The variable camber flaps
demonstrated excellent stability under all flight crmditions tested, including stall. Their
stability was visibly superior to that of the Krueger flaps.

nuring these flight tests the flap and wing surfaces were tufted in order to observe the
aerodynamic ttow of Lieudi,. ?,ir _' ........... *'-'__,_,*, o,-v=,_._,,,,, oL._uL,_d Ou _he l_rueger flaps and, of
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course, on the wing at veery high _ngie_ of attack, but there wa_ no separation on the
P, variable camber flap_ evan at _tail, attesting to their _uperior aerodynamic shape.
i"

i-" OPERATING EXPERIENCE

i;_ Because of the limited nature of tills papeh the operating experience will be confined to
the commentst-* followin 8

_Eit' The 7#7 has been in operation over 12 years. Tile overall operating performance of the
_ii_:l.. flap mechanism and structure has been excellent.

L:__, Because over One thousand bearings are used in the 747 variable camber flap mechanisms,
a sei_-lubricating bearing design was adopted in place of one requiting grease fittings for

:: periodic lubrication. The. self-lubricating feature is provided by a TFE (tetro-

_: fluOrethyiene) fabric liner, Because of some early unsatisfactory experience witi_ TFEbearings it was felt that they might not provide the required service life. However, these
bearings have. given excellent service to date with llttie or no replacement required. We
feel the following two items have contributed to this good performance; 1) a low bearing
stress design| and 2) the elimination of cyclic loading from vibration and flutter provided
by the flap panel camber preload.

!: APPLICATION AND USAGE

'l?hevariable camber flap is in use on the following aircraft:

=: All Boeing 747 models
' Boeing YC- 1/_prototype

It was incorporated in the following aircraft designs;

Boeing B-1 design proposal
Boeing 727-300 design proposal
Boeing 7N7 design proposal
Boeing 7X7 design proposal

Because of the emphasis on fuel economy it is not being used on the initial models of the
Boeing 757 and 767 airplanes, but it may be used on short-field versions of these aircraft
if Boeing decides to offer them at a later date.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The wings of a bird are beautiful examples of the "tlexibie skin" and "dynamic structure"
concepts. If we can approach their sophistication and reliability in the design of future
aerodynamic high lift devicesp then, perhaps_ we will realize the aerodynamic versatility
required to successfully combine high and low speed flight.
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BREAK ON UPPER ._UBFAOE-_--_-_._,,L_....__------j-'-'-'''-"

_f ,/ ./'

: /( ,_,?®

_SLAT SUPPORT TRACK

Figure i.- Wing leading edge slat.

_ )LDING NOSE

Figure 2.- Wlng leading edg_ flap.
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ASED WING
FRONT

CAMBERED SPAR

SURFACE

LARGE NOSE RADIUS

Figure 3.- Aerodynamic improvements.

FRONT
CONTOUR RIB SPAR

FLEXIBLE SKIN PANEL

Figur_ 4.- Flexible Krueger flap.
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FIBERGLASS /" ,_.-;?.:./ t_k?_-"-- :.--:.t6; " "-_-

-f' ' PANEL / _. /.,,-..:t" i;Y

/ _ _<_

," \_.-J_.lL ........... ".. ' '.,

, / ' - PANEL FLEXING & NOSE
_! __.. _" ACTUATING LINKAGE
_1_ FOLDING NOSE

-i' Figure 7.- Variable camber flap with slide.
i-

_i .EXIBLE SKIN PANEL ELECTRICAL
FLAP

_ WIRII_
_ (VARIABLE THICKNESS)
_-. :IODYNAMIC GAP

21_.r
I

i: tHERMAL ANTI-ICING DUCT /
t

SUPPORTS #

';" __/--FOLDING NOSELARGE NOSE RADIUS

Figuz9 8.- Leading edge flap requirements.
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TOUQUETUSE--N, ........:--j•
i'- AERODYNAMIC ."- ,._-

;_' EPOXY FIBE .....
_!, FLAP PANEL x

p,,

il,

ARM

i ' PANEL FLEXING & NOSE

i} ...._) ACTUATING LINKAGE

FOLDING FLAP NOSE

iJ'
_._ Figure 9.- Wing leading edge variable camber flap.

L-J....

_,. ROTARY ACTUATI

I

ACTUATOR DRIVE SHAFT

Figure i0.- Variable camber flap with rotary actuator.
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